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Shin - Seikoku (La Wares) 
True - Wares 
(c) SHINDOSY/WARES PROJECT 
(c) YUTAKA 1995 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GUIDE  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
                                About the game 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The hero Chiffon challenges to fight with his sword in order to save Kitan  
Kingdom from the evil "renpoushi" on stage in a different world where a  
gigantic machine knight develops an intense battle. In battle, you can fight  
by riding on the giant knight "souhei" by means of attacking with a weapon. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                     Note 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In this game, you can only move in the souhei from location-to-location.  
During the battle, you cannot recover Chiffon's souhei, and the only way  
you can recover Chiffon's souhei's HP is when Chiffon levels up or at the  
blacksmith shop for 100 Golda. Also, you can get both EXP & Golda by going  
from location-to-location or from bosses. In dungeons, Chiffon & others can  
only get EXP. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Loud Lyon Fort  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and walk into the left side of the top souhei (robot).  
There is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Calvalley Royal Palace  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, go downward, and go thru the door into the  
next area. In this area, there is a scene. After that, go to the right into  
the next area. In this area, go thru the door at the bottom into the next  
area. In this area, go thru the door on the right into a passage. In the  
passage, go all the way to the right to speak to the soldiers who are  
blocking the way. After that, go to the left, and then go downward to go into  
the fortuneteller Picni's room. In Bicni's room, speak to Bicni. After that,  
leave that room. Now, go upward, and go to the left back into the other area.  
In this area, speak to the maid Ritoa who is nearby pillar on the lower  
right. After that, go thru the door on the right back into the passage. In  
the passage, go all the way to the right to speak to the soldiers who are  
blocking the way. There is a scene. After that, go to the right, and go down  
the stairs to B1 into the prison area. On B1, go to the right into the next  
area, and there is a scene. After that, go back to B1 to where Chiffon is at,  
and there is a scene. Chiffon joins Mishelda. After that, go back to 1F to  
the area where you spoke to the maid Ritoa, and go all the way down. There is  
a scene, and Mishelda leaves Chiffon. After that, go all the way down, and go  
thru the opening into King's Capital Cal Valley. Now, go downward, and speak  
to the man (1-3). After that, go all the way down, and speak to the man (2-3)  
on the right who is blocking the ladder of the souhei (robot). After that,  
go upward, and speak to the man who is on the left side of the fortuneteller  
Bicni's mansion which is surrounded by a wall fence. After that, go into  



Bicni's mansion which is nearby, and there is a scene. Now, fight Delarni.  
After defeating Delarni, there is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Carlang's Mansion and Garden  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go into the mansion. In the mansion, there is a scene. 
After that, go thru the door at the bottom into the next area. In this area,  
go down, and then go to the right into the next area. In this area, go thru  
the door at the top into the dining room. In the dining room, go upward, and  
go thru the door at the top into the next area. In this area, go up, left,  
down to get into the kitchen. In the kitchen, there is a scene. After that,  
go thru the door at the top back into the other area. In this area, go up,  
up, and go thru the door into the Keith's room. In Keith's room, go upward,  
and speak to the man (1-3) who is nearby the table. After that, go back to  
the dining room. In the dining room, go downward, and go thru the door at  
the bottom back into the other area. In this area, go thru the door on the  
left back into the other area. In this area, go all the way to the left, and  
speak to the man (2-3). After that, go downward into the next room. In this  
room, go downward, and speak to the woman (3-3) who is nearby the bed. After  
that, go back to Keith's room. In Keith's room, there is a scene, and  
Lushunas joins the duo. After that, leave that room, and go down, right,  
right, down into Carlang's mansion warehouse. In the warehouse, go to the  
lower right, and go down the stairs into Carlang's mansion underground ruins.  
In the underground ruins, go to the right, and go down the stairs to B2. On  
B2, go down the stairs at the top to B3. On B3, go upward, and go down the  
stairs to B4. On B4, go to the upper right, and go down the stairs to B5. On  
B5, go upward, and go down the stairs to B6. On B6, go around to the lower  
right, and go down the stairs to B6. On B6, go downward, and go to the front  
of the wall painting of "The Eight Wares" that's nearby the stairs, and  
there is a scene. After that, go down that stairs to B7. On B7, go to the  
lower right, and go down the stairs to B8. Recommend LV5 for Chiffon. On  
B8, go to the lower right, and go down the stairs to B9. On B9, go down the  
stairs at the top to B10. On B10, go to the lower left, and go down the  
stairs to B11. On B11, go down the stairs that's nearby to B12. On B12, go  
down the stairs that's nearby to B13. On B13, go upward, and there is a  
scene. Now, fight Crystal Statue. After defeating Crystal Statue, there is  
a scene, and Chiffon gets the glass map & fountain water. Now, leave the  
underground ruins, and go back into Carlang's mansion warehouse. In the  
warehouse, there is a scene, and Lushunas leaves the duo. There is another  
scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stage Ourarze 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The inn (25 Golda), Blacksmith (repair 100 Golda), bar (water 60 Golda). Now,  
go into the bar which is on the lower left, and there is a scene. Now, fight  
Assassin & Thief. After defeating Assassin & Thief, there is a scene. After  
that, leave the town, and choose "yes" + "Zamul." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Zamul Fort
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, go into the house that's nearby on the left. In this  
house, go thru the door on the bottom right into the next room. In this room,  
go downward, and go down the stairs to B1 into the prison area. On B1, go to  
the right into the next area, and there is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Loud Lyon Fort  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Kino Bone Honia. After defeating Kino Bone  
Honia, there is a scene, and then Agura joins the duo. After that, leave the  
fort, and choose "yes" + "Ourarze." 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stage Ourarze 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, leave the town, and choose "yes" + "Torant." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Stage Torant 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The inn (40 Golda), bar (60 water Golda), and weapon shop [weapon: knife (10  
Golda), dagger (20 Golda), short sword (80 Golda), halberd (160 Golda), long  
sword (320 Golda); armor: everyday wear (30 Golda), high class clothes (920  
Golda); tools: pao (recovers 10 HP) (10 Golda), bumper (recovers 100HP) (300  
Golda), tadam fruit (2200), ebbe fruit (recovers renpou) (1800 Golda)]. Now,  
leave the town, and choose "yes" + "Aracshar." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Holy City Aracshar 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The inn, bar (80 Golda: 60 water Golda), blacksmith (100 Golda), weapon shop  
[weapon: halberd (160 Golda), long sword (320 Golda), rapier (480 Golda),  
spear (960 Golda); armor: high class clothes (920 Golda), abar (3800 Golda),  
bellu (7600 Golda); tools: bumper (recovers 100HP) (300 Golda), vitol (high  
recovery) (1000 Golda), tadam fruit (2200 Golda)]. Now, go to the inn that's  
behind the weapon shop, and there is a scene. After that, leave the town, and  
choose "yes" + "Dancmacaranda." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dancmacaranda Oasis 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The inn (120 Golda), bar (water: 60 Golda), and blacksmith (100 Golda). Now,  
leave the town, and choose "yes" + "Caldeara." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Caldeara Oasis 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The inn (210 Golda), bar (water: 60 Golda), and blacksmith (100 Golda). Now,  
go to the bar that's nearby, and there is a scene. After that, leave the  
town, and choose "yes" + "La." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
La Underground Ruins 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and walk into the circle that's in the sand to fall  
into the ruins. There is a scene. After that, go thru the door that's nearby  
into B2. On B2, go to the lower left, and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go  
to the lower left, and go down the stairs to B4. On B4, go to the right, and  
go up the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the upper left, and go down the stairs  
to B4. Recommend LV9 for Chiffon. On B4, go to the lower right, and there is  
a scene. Now, fight Stone Statue who is blocking the way. In battle, Chiffon  
has to fight Stone Statue by himself. After Defeating Stone Statue, Chiffon  
gets the second stamp. Now, go upward, and go thru the door into the next  
area. In this area, there is a scene. Chiffon gets the Mask of the White  
Knight. After that, go downward to go back into the sand area. In this area,  
try to leave and, there is a scene. Now, fight Feno Emb Hararsha (fire). In  
battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Feno Emb Hararsha. After  
defeating Feno Emb Hararsha, there is a scene. After that, leave, and choose  
"yes" + "Caldeara." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Caldeara Oasis 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the right, and there is a scene. After that, leave, and choose  
"yes" + "Zabet." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Zabet Oasis 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



The inn (400 Golda), bar (water: 60 Golda), and blacksmith (100 Golda). Now,  
leave, and choose "yes" + "Underground Passage." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Underground Passage 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and go down the stairs on the left to B2. On B2, go to  
the left, and go up the stairs to B1. On B1, go to the lower right, and go  
down the stairs to B2. On B2, go all the way to the far lower left, and go  
up the stairs to B1. On B1, go all the way to the left, and go up the stairs  
to 1F. Recommend LV12 for Chiffon. On 1F, go all the way to the far upper  
left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Tsono Scheme Destoba (earth) who is  
annoying. In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Tsono Scheme  
Destoba. After defeating Tsono Scheme Destoba, go up the stairs that's  
nearby, and choose "yes" + "Crotoa."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Crotoa's Sea of Trees 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward into the next area. In this area, go upward into the next  
area. In this area, go upward into the next area. In this area, go upward  
into the next area. In this area, go to the upper right, and then go upward  
into the next area. In this area, go up, and then go to the right into the  
next area. In this area, go upward into the next area. Recommend LV16 for  
Chiffon. In this area, go all the way up, and there is a scene. Now, fight  
Large Tree Beast. In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Large Tree  
Beast. After defeating Large Tree Beast, go upward into the Knight's Grave. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Knight's Grave 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the lower left, and go down the stairs to B2. On B2, go downward,  
and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the far lower left, and go up the  
stairs to B2. On B2, go all the way to the left, and go up the stairs to B1.  
On B1, go to the left, and go up the stairs to 1F. On 1F, go to the lower  
left, and go down the stairs to B1. On B1, go to the far left, and go up the  
stairs to 1F. Recommend LV19 for Chiffon. On 1F, go to the far lower left,  
and there is a scene. Now, fight Dorra. In battle, choose "fight (#1)" +  
"kick (#2)" on Dorra. After defeating Dorra, there is a scene, and Chiffon  
gets the third stamp. Then, Agura leaves the duo, and the duo automatically  
teleprt back to Crotoa's Sea of Trees.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Crotoa's Sea of Trees 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, leave, and choose "yes" + "Mezra."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Viceroy Capital Mezra 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The inn (800 Golda) & bar (water 60 Golda), and blacksmith (100 Golda),  
weapon shop [weapon: pike (1920 Golda), javelin (3800 Golda), wooden flail  
(7600 Golda); armor: abar (3800 Golda), bellu (7600 Golda), soft leather  
(15000 Golda); tools: vitol (high recovery) (1000 Golda), ebbe fruit  
(recovers renpou) (1800 Golda), tadam fruit (2200 Golda)]. Now, leave the  
city, and choose "yes" + "Cocti." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cocti Mountain Pass 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Shuno E Scuba (water). In battle, choose  
"fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Shuno E Scuba. After defeating Shuno E Scuba, 
there is a scene. Recommend LV21 for Chiffon. Now, go upward, and choose  
"yes" + "Yalma."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yalma Fort



----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene.  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Loud Lyon Fort  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. Now, fight Yuino Gless Muna (moon). In battle, choose  
"fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Yuino Gless Muna. After defeating Yuino Gless  
Muna, there is a scene. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Yalma Fort
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. After that, go upward, and choose "yes" + "Carlang."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Carlang's Mansion and Garden  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go upward, and go into the mansion. In the mansion, there is a scene. 
After that, fight the black knight Baltisas. During the fifth turn of the  
battle, Baltisas will retreat, and there is a scene. Then, Mishelda leaves,  
and Agura rejoins Chiffon. After that, leave, and choose "yes" + "Calvalley."  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
King's Capital Calvalley  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a scene. In the underground passage, go to the left, and go down  
the stairs at the top that's nearby the two pillars to B2. On B2, go to the  
left, and go down the stairs to B3. On B3, go to the lower left, and go up  
the stairs to B2. On B2, go to the lower left, and go up the stairs to B1.  
Recommend LV24 for Chiffon. On B1, go to the upper left, and go up the stairs  
to exit the underground passage. There is a scene. Now, fight Muuno Rag Mauti  
(tree). In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Muuno Rag Mauti.  
After defeating Muuno Rag Mauti, go upward, and go thru the opening into  
Calvalley Royal Palace. There is a scene. Now, fight Rino Gorra Vaughan. In  
battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Rino Gorra Vaughan. After  
defeating Rino Gorra Vaughan, there is a scene. After that, leave Calvalley  
Royal Palace, and go back into the King's Capital Calvalley. The inn (15  
Golda) & bar (water 60 Golda), and blacksmith (100 Golda), weapon shop  
[weapon: knife (10 Golda), dagger (20 Golda), short sword (80 Golda), two  
branch nunchaku (15000 Golda), three branch nunchaku (30000 Golda); armor:  
everyday wear (30 Golda), high class clothes (920 Golda), hard leather (30000  
Golda); tools: pao (recovers 10 HP) (10 Golda), bumper (recovers 100HP) (300  
Golda), tadam fruit (2200 Golda)]. Now, leave, and choose "yes" +  
"Braumajan." 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Browmagen Mountain Range 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Now, go to the left, and go into the cave. Recommend LV27 for Chiffon. In  
the cave, go all the way to the left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Kino  
Vaughan Honia. In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Kino Vaughan  
Honia. After defeating Kino Vaughan Honia, go upward, and go up the stairs  
to 1F. Recommend LV29 for Chiffon. (As a reminder: after you defeat a boss,  
go back to King's Capital Calvalley to recover the souhei's HP at the  
blacksmith shop). On 1F, go to the lower left, and there is a scene. Now,  
fight Feno Emb Hararsha (2-8). In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)"  
on Feno Emb Hararsha. After defeating Feno Emb Hararsha, go to the left, and  
go up the stairs to 2F. Recommend LV31 for Chiffon. On 2F, there is a scene.  
Now, fight Tsono Scheme Destoba. In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick  
(#2)" on Tsono Scheme Destoba. After defeating Tsono Scheme Destoba, go to  
the upper left, and go up the stairs to 3F. On 3F, go to the left, and there  
is a scene. Now, fight Shuno E Scuba. In battle, choose "fight (#1)" +  
"kick (#2)" on Shuno E Scuba. After defeating Shuno E Scuba, go all the way  
to the left, and go up the stairs to 4F. Recommend LV32 for Chiffon. On 4F,  



there is a scene. Now, fight Yuino Gless Muna. In battle, choose "fight (#1)"  
+ "kick (#2)" on Yuino Gless Muna. After defeating Yuino Gless Muna, go to  
the upper left, and go up the stairs to 5F. Recommend LV33 for Chiffon. On  
5F, there is a scene. Now, fight Muuno Rag Mauti. In battle, choose "fight  
(#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Muuno Rag Mauti. After defeating Muuno Rag Mauti, go  
to the left, and go up the stairs to 6F. Recommend LV34 for Chiffon. On 6F,  
go to the lower left, and there is a scene. Now, fight Rino Gorra Vaughan.  
In battle, choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Rino Gorra Vaughan. After  
defeating Rino Gorra Vaughan, go up the stairs that's nearby to another area  
of the mountain, and there is a scene. Now, fight Feno Fag Lute. on Feno Fag  
Lute. After defeating Feno Fag Lute, there is a scene. Now, fight Lushunas.  
Chiffon has to fight Lushunas in a one-on-one battle. After defeating  
Lushunas, there is a scene. Now, fight the final boss Baltisas. In battle,  
choose "fight (#1)" + "kick (#2)" on Baltisas.  
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE END 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Version 1.0 
By Ritchie (hidall@hotmail.com)
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